
MOLLIS® –  
PRODUCT INFORMATION  
AND CARE INSTRUCTIONS



CONGRATULATIONS! 

On your fantastically comfortable MOLLIS® from KLAFS! We hope you really enjoy them and always wish you a pleasant 

sauna bath.

Why always lie down on wood in the sauna when there’s a soft and comfortable option instead? This question had occupied 

us at KLAFS for a long time, until our engineers developed MOLLIS®, a textile range that feels ideal in sauna conditions – 

and is designed especially for the cushions to be used up close against your skin, enabling you to enjoy your new sauna 

comfort without any worries at all. 

You will find useful information about this on the following pages. 

And what you should remember when caring for your MOLLIS® so that 

you can enjoy the products for as long as possible. 



TENCEL™ – THE STUFF THAT SAUNA  
DREAMS ARE MADE OF

The starting material for any textile is always the fibre. In 

our case, it is innovative Tencel™ – a wood fibre made 

from natural raw materials, which is used to manufacture 

the MOLLIS® covers.

It comes from sustainable forestry and is biodegradable. 

The manufacturer of Tencel™ was awarded with the Euro-

pean Business Award for the Environment 2000 for this 

sustainable development.

Unlike cotton, this fibre acquired from certified sustaina-

ble wood only requires a fraction of the amount of water 

during its production process. Tencel™ sets standards in 

terms of environmental protection – and is naturally also 

OEKO- TEX®-certified.

Environmentally friendly means skin friendly

This news is also good for your skin – especially in the 

sauna, where our mats, rolls and cushions come into direct 

contact with your skin at high temperatures. Tencel™ is ide-

al for people with allergies, is emission-free and, thanks to 

the natural product properties, offers optimal moisture 

management. This means that not only do the cushions feel 

pleasantly cool in the sauna, but that bacteria doesn’t 

stand a chance.



INNER VALUE: INNOVATIVE

The inlay of the MOLLIS® sauna cushions and mats is a 3D 

spacer fabric produced with the latest precision weaving 

technology. It forms the core and inlay of the MOLLIS®. This 

innovative material has made it possible for the first time to 

use cushions and mats in the sauna with its challenging 

climatic conditions.

The structure of the finest pile yarns is characterised by very 

high air permeability and thermal insulation, low weight, 

long service life and permanent elasticity. The fabric is also 

washable, easy to disinfect, hypoallergenic and complete-

ly recyclable. All of these properties make it ideal for use in 

a sauna.

MOLLIS® & MORE  

Do you love your new MOLLIS®?  

You can order more MOLLIS® and  

relaxing accessories relating to  

sauna and pool at your regional  

KLAFS sales team. 

Find our partners at www.klafs.com



For the sake of your health, we have opted to keep things 

natural and completely avoid adding any artificial resin 

when manufacturing MOLLIS® at a traditional weaving mill 

in Upper Franconia. So don’t be surprised if one or two 

creases appear after you’ve washed your MOLLIS® covers 

without any problems: this is the material’s natural behav-

iour and guarantees you that you are enjoying your sauna 

with a genuinely natural product. 

The sustainable MOLLIS® sauna cushions and mats are 

available in four colours:

Find out more at

www.oeko-tex.com

www.lenzing.com/products/tenceltm

www.klafs.com/sauna/accessories/ 

mollis-sauna-cushions-mats

NATURAL QUALITY –  
MADE IN GERMANY



CLEANING AND CARE

You should wash your MOLLIS® before using it for the 

first time!

For environmental reasons, we want to avoid doubling up 

on the use of water and detergent. As you are sure to want 

to wash your new MOLLIS® yourself before first using it in 

the sauna, we have not pre-washed our products.

Please note! 

Before the first wash, the covers are bigger than the inlay! 

The reason for this is that the covers are made from the  

natural wood fibre Tencel™. Tencel™ shrinks more than e.g. 

cotton during the first wash at 60°C. After the first  

wash, the size of the cover then matches the size of the 

inlay perfectly.

Cleaning covers

Wash up to max. 60°C, suitable for tumble dryers. It is rec-

ommended to iron the covers after washing and drying. 

Smoothing and stretching the fabric makes it easier to put 

the covers on the cushions and mats later on.

Cleaning inlays

Wash up to max. 60°C, not suitable for tumble dryers. 

Please hang up to dry and do not iron.

The inlay is significantly compressed when putting the 

covers on. To retain the very special properties of the 

air-permeable 3D spacer fabric, you should pull the inlay 

apart like an accordion after putting the covers on.

Wash separately 

Please wash the cushion inlays, the inserts of the cushion 

inlays, the mats and the covers separately.

Enjoy your MOLLIS® for a long time to come

The service life will be extended if the inlays and covers are 

hung on the line to dry. Every unnecessary washing or dry-

ing process wears out the textile materials. To prevent odours, 

the washing should be dried well. Please use delicates and 

wool washing programmes with a mild detergent. MOLLIS® 

can be washed up to 60°C, but for energy-saving reasons 

we recommend a washing temperature from 30°C to max. 

40°C.

KLAFS hopes you enjoy many relaxing and comfortable 

hours with MOLLIS® sauna mats and cushions in your sauna.
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